
Chairman’s Report for 2020 AGM 
  
Despite not being able to meet in person, I am grateful to you all attending this AGM today 
to review the past year. 
  
We had some very positive comments about the Fiesta 2019 and whilst they were all 
thanked individually at the Show, I would like to express our gratitude to the Show 
Committee and other helpers that contribute so much to make the weekend such a success.  
Congratulations again to all the Exhibitors for entering and your achievements at the Show.  
And of course, we very much appreciate the support of our Sponsors – it may be a cliché, 
but we couldn’t do it without them.  
 
The same goes for the Fleece Show.  The first Craft Show attracted several entries plus the 
Photography Competition had a good selection of images submitted. Unfortunately, we do 
not have a Fiesta catalogue for the winner’s photo, but we will find some way to use it!  
 
And we cannot forget our 2019 Judges – Barbara Hetherington for the Fiesta, Rob Bettinson 
& Liz Barlow for the Fleece Show, Shirley Bettinson for the Craft Show & Ingrid Weel for the 
Photography Competition; our thanks for completing their tasks so well. 
  
In November, the HoEAG were extremely fortunate to have Molly Gardner of Thistledown 
Alpacas of New Zealand, a New Zealand and Australian Judge, agree to run a Fleece 
Workshop Seminar.  This was initially set up for the benefit of our Members and then 
extended to other breeders. In the end we had 9 Members attending and 22 non-members.   
 
Further details of all our Events can be found on the website. 
 
Whilst we do not meet as a Committee as often as we may like, I thank the Committee for 
their contributions over the last twelve months.  I send out emails and get speedy replies, 
which is a great help to be able to make the decisions that are needed.  I must especially 
thank Julia for her support of the Group and hosting the Fleece Show and Workshop at CS 
Alpacas.  I think if Julia’s and my telephone, messenger and email records were analysed, it 
would be quite shocking the amount of time we spend discussing HoE!!   
 
Thanks also to Wayne for keeping on top of the Hon Sec duties and the finances.  It has 
been a challenge to produce the Newsletters and keep up with the Social Media posts.  
Laura Stock took on this responsibility at last year’s AGM.  However, she had to resign from 
the Committee due to other commitments.  We thank her for the excellent job she did and 
miss her fun posts on Facebook.  Wayne and I have tried hard to keep both these items 
going but they are very time consuming alongside our other responsibilities.  
 
Graeme Barrett also resigned during the year so unfortunately, we have no Welfare 
Representative at present.  Drew joined the Committee after the Fleece Show, Val has been 
doing a sterling job with Sponsorships and Jacob has kept the Website up to date.  Roger 
and Mary Jo’s support is always wise and welcome.   
 



It is pleasing to see the number of HoEAG Members has increased over the last couple of 
years, but we need to encourage more owners to join our ranks.  Please remember if you 
sell to a new breeder, they automatically get a year’s free Membership and it would be good 
to see these people remain as Members in the years ahead.  To help retain them, we need 
to provide more information and opportunities, so I would encourage anyone to make 
suggestions and contributions for our Newsletter. 
 
To the year ahead, of course, we are very disappointed that the Fiesta had to be postponed. 
Preparations have been ongoing since the 2019 Show including Sponsorships being taken 
within record time and the entertainment was mapped out for a fun Saturday evening – 
efforts not to be wasted but moved to 16th to 18th April 2021.  We currently have 190 of the 
Entries held over to next year, along with many of the Sponsorships. 
  
In the meantime, we look forward to the Autumn Fleece Show in October to be judged by 
Shirley Bettinson and Roger Clarke plus the Craft Show and Photography Competition, 
details of the latter have already been announced and include a new category – Lockdown 
Special!   
  
I invite Wayne Jones to present his Report. 
 


